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Six mistakes the C.A.R. legal says associates have been making:  

1. Not accepting a subsequent offer contingent upon cancellation of the prior escrow and contract. 
To best do this, use the C.A.R. Back-up offer Addendum. 

2. Removal of Contingencies with the RR and RRRR forms. Be sure that the appropriate box is 
checked so that the buyer removes all contingencies and not just the physical inspection 
contingency prior to the seller obligating themselves to do repairs.  

3. Advertising square footage without citing the source. With this and other representations, 
always state that “neither the broker nor the agent has verified the information.” 

4. Avoid providing assurances to a client. Some great examples that put associates in harm’s way 
are: who is “entitled” to what with liquidated damages and whether or not a neighborhood is 
“safe.” 

5. Not realizing that the liquidated damages provision may limit the seller’s recovery. (limit is 3% or 
single family 1-4). 

6. Countering with “highest and best.” To offer the seller the best protection, in such situations, 
always use C.A.R. form Seller Multiple Counter Offer wherein the seller must sign ¶8 
“Acceptance” for the offer to be valid.  

With that said, how can we make this and every future year every bit as good or better than we’ve ever 
experienced?  

Here’s the link to Robin Sharma’s video that we watched today: https://youtu.be/cshVfS2LXm0 

I’m certain that if you watch it a second time, you’ll pull out some additional valuable information to put 
into action! Here are just a few thoughts:  

1. Focus is more valuable than knowledge. 

2. 90, 90, 1 Rule: What’s the one thing that you can do to “move the needle” the most in your 
business (hint: strengthen your relationships in your sphere/ database/ existing clients).  

Focus on this one activity for 90 minutes a day for the next 90 days. 

3. Create “tight bubbles of total focus.” Protect your valuable time! 

4. Choose your peer group wisely. There is an emotional contagion between you and those you 
surround yourself with. Get around positive and successful people.  

5. “Learned Minimalism”: Keep “It” simple. When we over complicate any activity or system, we 
increase the odds of not doing “it” or “it” not working.  

For more info, come to the sales meetings! 


